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DEFINITIONS
There is no male or female in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:28).
Accordingly, all textual references to Male and female point to
spiritual principles and the words man and men, as well as the
pronouns, he, his and him, include, woman, women, she and her.
Christ Jesus is the only spiritual male. Accordingly, all powers
and principalities other than Christ Jesus are identified as female in
relation to him.
The powers and principalities which have incarnated this
fallen world (2 Cor. 4:4) are male in relation to fallen mankind, and
female in relation to Christ Jesus.

John 7:17-18
17

If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine,
whether it be of God, or whether I speak of myself.
18
He that speaketh of himself seeketh his own glory: but he
that seeketh his glory that sent him, the same is true, and no
unrighteousness is in him. KJV

Rev 3:18
I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich;
and white raiment, that thou mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness
do not appear; and anoint thine eyes with eyesalve, that thou mayest see. (KJV)
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COMMENTS ON “MATRIX”
Part 2
<LivingEM>
We will start with prayer. Father, in the
Name of Jesus, we ask you to bless this meeting. We pray for your
Spirit to rest upon us, and your anointing to rule over all powers and
principalities We cancel Satan's plans to hinder this meeting, or
diminish it in any way. We pray that you should be glorified. Amen.
So we see our hero, Neo, in his true state. He is secured in one
of the higher energy centers, tied to it with black cables that are
connected to his body in strategic locations. Can anyone tell us what
part of Neo’s body the cables are connected to?
<Overcomer> The spine, the energy centers?
<LivingEM> Yes, there are several cables connected to his
spine, one to his heart center, one over each of his two pectorals, and
one cable in his mouth, which appears to penetrate through his throat
into his belly.
Now, this is very interesting, because during our studies of
Samson and Delilah, we found a Scripture that indicates that
Leviathan was in the belly of the mortal men of Judah. At the time, I
could not understand why Leviathan was in the belly, because
previous studies had indicated that Leviathan was in the fifth energy
center. I prayed about it, and the Lord told me that Leviathan had
descended into the belly of the mortal man of Judah. I understood that
Leviathan had descended into the belly for ungodly purposes, but it
is now much more clear to me that Leviathan descends into the belly
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to drink of the energy in that location. Remember that Leviathan is a
sea serpent -- she moves through water.
The fiery serpent feeds off of the energy of the individual that
she lives in, and generates Satan, the spiritual urine, her waste
product. As the waters [the spiritual urine] rise, they eventually ascend
to the individual’s seventh energy center, which is the doorway to the
collective subconscious mind where Leviathan is. Leviathan then
enters into the ascended waters in the individual, and swims
downward, penetrating into the lower centers of the individual.
I now understand that, at this point, Leviathan, the collective
subconscious mind, is feasting on the energy of the individual, as well
as the fiery serpent. As a matter-of-fact, I was surprised to find
Leviathan in the fifth energy center in other Scriptures, because I
thought that she should be in the sixth energy center. But I now realize
that Leviathan appears in a variety of energy centers, from Scripture
to Scripture, because she enters into the individual through the
seventh energy center when Satan's waters are high enough, and then
descends into the lower centers. So we find Leviathan in a variety of
energy centers, depending on the degree that the individual is
engaging in sinful activity of the mind.
Our hero, Neo, is imprisoned in either the sixth or the seventh
energy center of a superior being. Neo, the mortal man, is not in his
own sixth energy center. He is in the sixth energy center of the
earth.The earth has a consciousness of its own. Folklore knows her as
"Mother Earth," but the earth as a whole is a real entity, and mortal
humanity is her source of energy.
Does this sound so strange to you? It's just another way of
saying what I have been preaching all along: That the Primordial
Serpent captured the sperm of Jehovah's spiritual seminal fluid, and
reformed them in her own image. The energy of Jehovah's spiritual
2

seminal fluid is the Primordial Serpent’s only resource to generate a
conscious world.
The Matrix, the Hollywood fantasy that presents this spiritual
principle in science-fiction terms, portrays Neo inside of a power
plant, with water flowing everywhere. This picture is not so far from
what the inside of the human body looks like, with blood flowing
everywhere. And is not Satan the spiritual blood of the etheric body?
So, our hero, Neo, sees the reality of his condition, and despite
his horror, has the presence of mind to pull the tube out of his throat
and belly. This physical act is a natural example of our spiritual
warfare to drive Leviathan from our own energy centers. But our
warfare is spiritual, of the mind, not physical, and there is no way that
we will ever drive Leviathan out of our etheric body, and force the
fiery serpent back down to the second energy center where we can
control her, if we cannot comprehend our true spiritual condition.
Neo was completely overcome until he saw the truth of his
condition, but when he saw the truth, he took the necessary action to
free himself. Neo exercised all of his physical strength to pull the tube
out of his throat and belly, and, as soon as he did, the tubes connected
to his spinal column popped off. Neo was liberated from the high
energy center of "Mother Earth" where he was imprisoned, and the
flowing waters carried him into a channel that flowed into the sea.
This “channel” was the spinal column of Mother Earth, and the sea
that it emptied into was her second energy center. Doesn't this sound
familiar to you? Can anyone guess what Scripture I am looking for?

<LivingEM> So we see Neo thrashing about in the waters
of the sea, about to drown, when he is rescued by the freedom
fighters.
You may recall from our study on the Gadarene demoniac that
the number "2,000" signifies “the swine,” the name the fiery serpent
takes when she consumes so much of the individual’s energy that
Satan, the moral impurity in the second energy center (# 2), which is
the fiery serpent’s urine, expands all the way up the crown (7th)
energy center (# 1,000).
So we see that the swine fell down from the seventh energy
center and that Satan is the moral impurity of the second energy
center, ascended into the crown energy center.
This is the definition of "the swine." Satan, the moral impurity
in the second energy center ascended into the crown energy center.
This situation could not take place unless the fiery serpent in the first
energy center is roused from her sleep and ascended into the third
energy center, where her form changes. Can anyone tell us what form
the fiery serpent changes into in the third energy center?
<JSNGSNG> Insects.
<LivingEM>

What kind of insects?

<JSNGSNG> Ants and moths.

Mark 5:13, And forthwith Jesus gave them leave. And the
unclean spirits went out, and entered into the swine: and the herd
ran violently down a steep place into the sea, (they were about two
thousand;) and were choked in the sea. KJV

<LivingEM> Yes, flying insects, which have the capability
of ascending into the higher energy centers to feed on the energy of
those centers. And the more energy that the fiery serpent ingests, the
more of her waste product is generated. Can anyone tell us the name
of the the fiery serpent’s waste product?
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<JSNGSNG> Urine.
<LAMB> Urine.
<LivingEM> Yes, Satan is the spiritual urine. So, the fiery
serpent is aroused from her sleep in the first energy center, ascends
into the second energy center, which can be likened to the amniotic
sac filled with amniotic fluid, passes into the third energy center
where she becomes a swarm of flying insects which fly into the
higher energy centers to feed, which in turn produce more urine. And,
in this manner, Satan, the spiritual urine of the second energy center,
rises higher and higher, until she is flowing freely into the seventh
energy center, where she flows together with the aspect of Satan’s sea
which exists beyond the individual.
Remember, Satan is the expression of the Primordial Serpent
in our generation. She is the cosmic sea which is both inside and
outside of mortal man. Technically, the aspect of the ascended Satan
in the individual is a spiritual river, and the cosmic, or collective,
aspect of Satan which flows beyond the individual mortal man, is this
sea.
The Scripture also speaks about "pools" of water. This word
refers to Satan in the second energy center where the fiery serpent is
strengthened by feeding on Satan’s waters, which is the energy of the
individual that she exists in. The Hebrew word translated "pool"
signifies stagnant water.
So we see that the ascending fiery serpent expands her own
amniotic sac, and that once she pierces into Satan's waters in the
second energy center, Satan, the fiery serpent’s amniotic fluid, rises
as the fiery serpent rises. What Scripture does this remind you of?
Gen. 7:17, And the flood was forty days upon the earth;
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and the waters increased, and bare up the ark, and it was lift up
above the earth.
18, And the waters prevailed, and were increased
greatly upon the earth; and the ark went upon the face of the
waters.
19, And the waters prevailed exceedingly upon the
earth; and all the high hills, that were under the whole heaven,
were covered.(KJV)
<LivingEM> Can anyone tell us what the high hills under
the whole heaven are?
<LAMB> Higher energy centers.
<LivingEM> Yes, the fourth and the fifth energy centers.
Can anyone tell us what the sixth and seventh energy centers are
called?
<LAMB> Brow and Crown.
<Overcomer> Heaven.
<LivingEM> Yes, this is their name, but if the fourth and
the fifth energy center are hills, what are the sixth and seventh energy
centers?
<LAMB> Mountains.
<JSNGSNG> Mountains.
<Overcomer> Moutains.
<LivingEM>
Heaven is correct, but “mountains” is the
answer that I was looking for. The Lord told me several years ago that
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Satan's waters are the flood waters, but I could not understand until
now how this would actually manifest. Some geologists say that the
flood was global, and others say that it was localized. I do not dispute
that there was a physical flood, but I believe that the flood of the
Scripture is spiritual, and that this flood is happening again.
Elohim did not tell Noah and his sons that there would never
be another flood. He told them that humanity would not be
destroyed by a flood again. Satan's flood waters are rising in this
nation, but what we see happening in the physical world is only a
reflection of Satan's flood waters rising in the individual.
Noah floated on the surface of the flood waters because the
flood waters were not ascended within him. An empty bottle will float
on the surface of the sea, but a bottle filled with water will sink to the
bottom. The mortal man who restrains the waters within himself will
defeat the waters outside of himself, but the mortal man who yields
to the passions and emotions of Satan's world shall sink to the bottom
of the sea, and be overcome. Satan outside of us, is not our problem.
Satan inside of us is our problem. When we are stabilized in Christ
Jesus, we can defeat any enemy projected at us from any source. The
filled bottles will sink, but the empty bottles shall float.
And are we not the bottles from heaven?
Job 38:37, Who can number the clouds in wisdom? or who
can stay the bottles of heaven, (KJV)
<LivingEM>
Does anyone remember the spiritual
significance of the verb "to number"? What does it mean to count the
number of the beast? The esoteric meaning of the verb "to number" is
"to gather into the brow energy center." Can anyone tell us the
spiritual significance of the clouds? Who are the clouds?
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<Overcomer> Witnesses, the sons of God.
<DANIEL> The overcomers.
<LivingEM>

The clouds signify the etheric body.

Rev 1:7, Behold, he cometh with clouds; and every eye
shall see him, and they also which pierced him: and all kindreds
of the earth shall wail because of him. Even so, Amen. (KJV)
<LivingEM>
But we are talking about the clouds of
wisdom. They are clouds without water,
Jude 1:12,
These are spots in your feasts of charity,
when they feast with you, feeding themselves without fear: clouds
they are without water, carried about of winds; trees whose fruit
withereth, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots;
(KJV)
<LivingEM> And there are clouds of wisdom. The clouds
without water are the spiritual body of the etheric plane. The
etheric plane is the spiritual part of the physical world, which means
it is earthen. The clouds of wisdom are the spiritual bodies on the
mental plane. But in any event, clouds can never signify mortal men.
Clouds represent the unformed dimensions, and mortal man are
permanently formed. Clouds are shapeshifters. Mortal men are
permanently formed for their lifetime in this world. Does anyone
remember the spiritual significance of the word "eye"?
<JSNGSNG> Singular.
<LivingEM> The Hebrew word translated “eye,” signifies
that which is seen, and the Hebrew word translated “every” means
“whole.” And the whole eye shall see him... And the whole spiritual,
8

visible world shall see him....
The Christ mind is the only true spiritual eye. Does anyone
know what the carnal mind is called in relation to the eye? The Christ
mind is the eye, and the carnal mind is the eyelid that covers Him. The
eye is spirit, the eyelid is flesh. The re-appearing Christ will be seen
only in the mental plane of Christ Jesus -- in the Spirit!
Does anyone remember the recent teachings on the Spirit of
Elijah appearing in Elohim's energy cloud? This is what Isaiah saw,
when he cried out "I am a man of unclean lips" (Is. 6:5). When the
personality sees the Spirit of Elijah/Christ in Elohim's energy cloud,
she will fall down as if dead. This is just another way of saying that
when Christ Jesus in the individual ascends into the brow energy
center and joins with the glorified Jesus Christ in the crown energy
center, the personality will submit to her true husband, Christ Jesus.
Can anyone tell us why the personality has so much trouble
submitting to Christ Jesus? Because her spiritual sex drive lusts after
whom?
<LAMB> Leviathan.
<LivingEM>
Yes, the personality lusts after Satan and
Leviathan, and rejects Christ Jesus continually. "Not true!" says the
self-righteous man, who is dying because of his own ignorance. Can
anyone tell us how we choose Christ Jesus? Do we choose Him by
going to church? Do we choose Him by fasting? Do we choose Him
by tithing? Do we choose Him by casting out devils?

HIS MIND in any given situation. We prefer Christ Jesus by agreeing
with His point of view, and we must overcome the carnal mind and
kill her in order to do this. But how can we agree with Christ Jesus'
point of view if we do not know what His point of view is?
<LAMB> Ask Him to show it to us.
<LivingEM> For this reason – to be able to perceive His
point of view, to agree with His opinion -- we study to show
ourselves approved and obey all of the works of the law, so that our
carnal mind should be weakened, so that we can recognize that it is
Christ Jesus instructing us, Lamb. I do not speak about keeping the
Law of Ordinances (Eph. 2:15), which the Jews were under, but the
Law of Good Behavior towards our fellow man. When we do things
that are “right,” even though our feelings and opinions do not line up
with our behavior, we are fulfilling the Law of Good Behavior.
Our deliverance is acquired through multiple choice situations,
but to choose incorrectly results in death. Every time we think that the
thoughts of the carnal mind are the thoughts or opinion of Christ, we
die. Yes, we must ask Christ Jesus, but we must continually kill our
carnal mind to be able to hear His response. And what must we do to
kill our carnal mind? What will cause our carnal mind to die? We
must reject her. And how do we reject her?
<JSNGSNG> Confess and repent and choose the thoughts of
the mind of Christ.

<LivingEM>
This is true, but it is not the whole answer.
We choose Christ Jesus by PREFERRING THE THOUGHTS OF

<LivingEM>
Yes, this is correct, we must reject her
thoughts, and consider them to be sin. And how are we equipped to
recognize Satan's thoughts which appear harmless to the carnal mind?
By observing our motives. And how can we recognize Satan's
motives, which can be good as well as evil, other than to have them
exposed to us by someone who can see more clearly than we?
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<DANIEL>

We choose Christ Jesus by killing the carnal

mind.

So who can number the clouds of heaven? And who can stay
the bottles of heaven? Who can cause the particles of the Mind of
Christ to accumulate in the brow energy center?

sexual intercourse with them? Because the personalities of heaven
cannot control their spiritual sex drive, which goes a whoring after
Satan and Leviathan day and night.

<LAMB> The Spirit of Christ
1 Tim 5:15, For some are already turned aside after satan.
<LivingEM>
Close, but not quite. The glorified Jesus
Christ draws Christ Jesus in the individual unto Himself in the energy
centers above. The Spirit of Christ is in Christ Jesus in the individual.
The glorified Jesus Christ is beyond the individual in the eternal plane
with Jehovah. So we see that the glorified Jesus Christ can number the
clouds of wisdom, or the spiritual body of Christ, or the Mind of
Christ.

(KJV)

1 Cor 1:30, But of him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of
God is made unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and
sanctification, and redemption: (KJV)

<LivingEM>
Yes, the fiery serpent is our spiritual sex
drive, who lusts for Satan and Leviathan continuously.

<LivingEM>
The clouds of wisdom signify the mind of
Christ. And who can stay the bottles of heaven? The Hebrew word
translated "stay" means "to make to lie down," or "to have intercourse
with." Can anyone tell us who the bottles are?

<LivingEM> Can anyone tell us the name of the spiritual
sex drive of the heavenly personalities? Who is the one who prefers
Leviathan?
<LAMB> Fiery serpent?

Song 6:4, Thou art beautiful, O my love, as Tirzah, comely
as Jerusalem, terrible as an army with banners. (KJV)
Song 6:13, Return, return, O Shulamite; return, return,
that we may look upon thee. What will ye see in the Shulamite?
As it were the company of two armies. (KJV)

<LAMB> we are, the personality.
<LivingEM>
Yes, the personality. So we see that the
clouds of wisdom, the mind of the man Christ Jesus, is to have
spiritual sexual intercourse with the personalities of heaven. Can
anyone tell us who the personalities of heaven are? They are the
personalities who prefer the thoughts of the heavenly man, Christ
Jesus.

<LivingEM>
There are two armies ascending. and when
they have ascended, they will war against one another.
Rev. 12:7, And there was war in heaven: Michael and his
angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his
angels, (KJV)

Well, if the heavenly personality prefers the thoughts of Christ
Jesus, why should it be a problem for Christ Jesus to have spiritual

<LivingEM> I pray that every pesonality who truly desires
Christ Jesus, should find the strength and wisdom to disconnect their
fiery serpent from Leviathan, and cast her down into the second
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energy center, and that they should be fished out of Satan's sea by the
overcoming sons of God. I pray that they might experience true life
and be liberated from this present world, which is desirable only to the
carnal mind which knows no better, but lies in ignorance and
wickedness.
May the true light shine on all of the Lord Jesus' people as the
hour of the final conflict draws near. May the blind receive their sight,
and the deaf hear the voice of the Son of God.
Jn. 5:25, Verily, verily, I say unto you, The hour is coming,
and now is, when the dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God:
and they that hear shall live. (KJV)
<LivingEM>
May we all live again, that the Lord Jesus
should be glorified in us. Amen.
God bless you all.
Good night.
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